In group decision making, the preference map and Cook-Seiford vector are two concepts as ways of describing ties-permitted ordinal rankings. This paper shows that they are equivalent for representing ties-permitted ordinal rankings. Transformation formulas from one to the other are given and the inherent consistency of the mutual conversion is discussed. The proposed methods are illustrated by some examples. Some possible future applications of the proposed formulas are also pointed out.
Introduction
In decision making and group decision making (for short, GDM), there are essentially three different forms of ranking orders for people to express preference rankings: the linear order, the weak order and the partial order (Cook, et al., 1986) . A linear ordering corresponds to a complete ranking of alternatives. In this case, alternatives are well differentiated and ordered hence no ties included. A weak ordering corresponds to a situation that alternatives are all compared and ties are permitted. In a partial ordering, there may be such pairs of alternatives that are not compared, but ties are allowed. Therefore, experts can use ties-permitted ordinal rankings to express preferences when their preferences are constructed based upon weak order relations. This paper is concerned with two concepts as ways of describing ties-permitted ordinal rankings, particularly, the Cook-Seiford vector and the preference map as well as their mutual conversion.
The paper is organized as follows. Some preliminaries are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 contains our main results including the transformation formulas and the inherent consistency of the mutual conversion. The proposed methods are illustrated by some examples. Section 4 concludes the paper and points out some possible future applications of the proposed formulas.
Preliminaries
Suppose that there are an alternatives set, denoted 1 2 { , , , } n x x x  , and an experts set,
In what follows we assume that the experts' preferences are provided by ties-permitted ordinal rankings. In other words, experts give their preferences based on weak order relations on the alternatives set.
Cook-Seiford vector
In Cook-Seiford GDM approach, a ties-permitted ordinal ranking is represented by a Cook-Seiford vector (for short, C-S vector), whose elements indicate alternatives' ranking positions (Armstrong et al., 1982; Cook and Seiford, 1978; Cook, 2006; Cook et al., 1996) . If several alternatives are ranked in a tie, then these alternatives will all be assigned to the middle position of the tie (Cook and Seiford, 1978) . x should be ranked at position 1, alternatives 2 x and 3 x should both be assigned to position 2.5 since they are in a tie and will occupy positions 2-3, and 4
x should be ranked at position 4.
Preference map
Preference map (for short, PM) is preference sequence for representing a ties-permitted ordinal ranking. It is a 'vector' whose entries are sets which contain alternatives' possible ranking positions. This concept was first introduced and named as 'preference sequence vector' by Hou in 2015 (Hou, 2015a; Hou, 2015b) , and later renamed as 'preference map' by Hou and Triantaphyllou (Hou and Triantaphyllou, 2018) . According to formula (1), the PM corresponding to 1
Because a ties-permitted ordinal ranking is constructed based on a weak order relation  on the alternative set, thus a ties-permitted ordinal ranking implies an equivalence relation on the alternative set with respect to the indifference relation ~. Consequently, a PM also indicates an equivalence relation on the alternative set. Because the entries of a PM represent the alternatives' possible ranking positions, thus different entries of a PM constitute of a partition of the set{1, 2, , } n  . In other words, an entry of a PM is a partition block of set {1, 2, , } n  (Hou, 2015a,b) . 
Main results

From preference map to
To illustrate, we reconsider the PM that appeared in Section 2 and another in the following:
{1, 2} For illustration, the C-S vectors of The computation results, which are computed by using formulas (3) and (4), are summarized in Table 1 . 
Inherent consistency of the mutual conversion
As can be seen from Table 1 and those computation results in subsection 3.1, if one converts a PM to a C-S vector, and then converts that C-S vector to a PM, then the second PM vector will always be equivalent to the first PM. This is true as a result of the fact that: (1) A ties-permitted ordinal ranking, which is constructed based on a weak order relation on the alternative set, represents a unique ordered partition of the alternative set; and (2) C-S vector and the PM are both efficient means for describing ties-permitted ordinal rankings.
For purpose of intuition, we depict the above analysis by Figure 
Proof. As mentioned in Section 2, an entry of a PM corresponds to a partition block of {1, 2, , } n  which comes from an equivalence relation that is constructed on the alternative set. Therefore, we have Formulas (2), (3) and (4) as well as Figure 1 indicate that the PM and C-S vector are equivalent when they are used for describing ties-permitted ordinal rankings. Theorem 1 highlights a property of the sums of their elements.
Concluding remarks
The preference map (PM) and Cook-Seiford vector (C-S vector) are both effective concepts as means of describing ties-permitted ordinal rankings in GDM. This paper shows that they are equivalent for representing ties-permitted ordinal rankings. The proposed formulas make it possible to convert mutually between PMs and C-S vectors. Moreover, it is shown that the mutual conversion has the characteristic of inherent consistency.
In GDM, a consensus reaching process aims to improve consensus by evaluating consensus level and identifying disagreements; a selection process aims to produce a final ranking of considered alternatives (Herrera et al., 1996) . These two parts constitute a relatively complete GDM procedure. Currently, C-S vectors are used in a traditional distance-based GDM approach which is mainly developed by Cook and Sieford (Armstrong et al., 1982; Cook and Seiford, 1978; Cook, 2006; Cook et al., 1996) . The PMs are used in a premetric-based GDM approach (Hou, 2015a; Hou, 2015b; Hou, 2016; Hou and Triantaphyllou, 2018) . The premetric-based approach and Cook-Seiford method both have strengths and limitations. The Cook-Sieford approach cannot reflect consensus properly in GDM (Hou and Triantaphyllou, 2018) , while it has an efficient selection process as pointed out by Hou (2015a) . The premetric-based GDM procedure has an effective consensus reaching process (Hou and Triantaphyllou, 2018) . However, the premetric-based procedure also has a limitation of its own, that is, a possible computation complexity in its selection process as a result of the fact that it contains a searching process within a space of 2 1 Ω − (Hou, 2015a) . Theoretically, this kind of searching process can be an exhaustive job when the cardinality of Ω is large. Thus a natural way is to take advantage of the strengths of the two methods to form an integrated GDM procedure, meanwhile, with their limitations avoided. The results of this paper paved a possible way for achieving this aim. We will conduct this study in a near future.
